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Design and Analysis of Spiral InductorsSpringer, 2013

	The book addresses the critical challenges faced by the ever-expanding wireless communication market and the increasing frequency of operation due to continuous innovation of high performance integrated passive devices. The challenges like low quality factor, design complexity, manufacturability, processing cost, etc., are studied with...
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Building DMZs for Enterprise NetworksSyngress Publishing, 2003
During the course of the last few years, it has become increasingly evident that there is
a pronounced need for protection of internal networks from the outside world. As
machine technologies have improved and extensive shifts in the functions that a user
can accomplish through more user-friendly interfaces have occurred, many more...
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System Architecture with XMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The whole world is talking XML, and the ramifications of its universal adoption are only beginning to surface. Whole business models will be affected by it; whole new business interests are being pursued because of it. The software industry itself will be rocked by it more than it cares to admit. This is so because XML brings us into the...
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Web Mining: :  Applications and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Web mining is moving the World Wide Web toward a more useful environment in which users can quickly and easily find the information they need. It includes the discovery and analysis of data, documents, and multimedia from the World Wide Web. Web mining uses document content, hyperlink structure, and usage statistics to assist users in meeting their...
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New Trends in Optimal Filtering and Control for Polynomial and Time-Delay Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2008
Although the general optimal solution of the filtering problem for nonlinear state and observation equations confused with white Gaussian noises is given by the Kushner equation for the conditional density of an unobserved state with respect to observations (see [48] or [41], Theorem 6.5, formula (6.79) or [70], Subsection 5.10.5, formula...
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Control Systems for Live Entertainment, Third EditionFocal Press, 2007

	If you are interested in how control systems and computer networks are used in all areas of live entertainment, Control Systems for Live Entertainment is the industry standard reference. With a unique combined focus on computers, networking, art, and practice, this book offers an in-depth examination of control for lighting, lasers, sound, ,...
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Concrete Fracture: A Multiscale ApproachCRC Press, 2012

	The study of fracture mechanics of concrete has developed in recent years to the point where it can be used for assessing the durability of concrete structures and for the development of new concrete materials. The last decade has seen a gradual shift of interest toward fracture studies at increasingly smaller sizes and scales....
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Essentials of Anatomy and PhysiologyF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Describes and illustrates the important aspects of anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology.


	Afifth edition of Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology is very gratifying, and again we

	have the pleasure of thanking all of our colleagues in teaching who continue to use our

	textbook and of welcoming new teachers and students.
...
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Azure and Xamarin Forms: Cross Platform Mobile DevelopmentApress, 2018

	Discover how to create cross platform apps for Android, iOS and UWP using Azure services and C# with Xamarin Forms. This book illustrates how to utilize Azure cloud storage for serving up Azure SQL DB data through Azure App Services.


	The book starts by setting up Xamarin and introducing Xamarin Forms and then covers the Azure...
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Pro JSP 2, Fourth Edition (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
Welcome to the fourth edition of Professional JSP, designed to help new and experienced
Java developers alike discover the power (and even the joy) of creating Java-based server-side
solutions for the Web by using JavaServer Pages, or JSP for short. If you’ve programmed with
JSP before, you’ll find that the new features...
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Information and Communications Technology for Competitive IntelligenceIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Competitive Intelligence can be described as producing and processing information about the environment of an organization for strategic purposes. To formulate a strategy, an organization needs to collect and process information about its environment—about, for instance, competitors, customers, suppliers, governments, technological trends or...
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Windows 2000(r) Active Directory Survival Guide: Planning and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The biggest challenge and opportunity for IS departments approaching Windows 2000 is probably Active Directory (AD), which can reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and simplify administration. For any IS professional or administrator, Windows 2000 Active Directory Survival Guide provides both a high-level introduction and a hands-on guide...
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